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The Political Logic of Democratic Construction

——Starting from Marx’S Democratic Theory

Abstract．．People are social animals，and people’S freedom in society is not separate from order．For

social order，people construct the state．The mission of state is to promise people’S freedom．Such

mission determines山at democracy is the essential attribute of all state systems．Marx thinks democra—

cy as the genus of state system．which can’t be constructed but is the self—definition of sute system

itself．However，state system in the field of state forms，i．e．as one kind of specific form of state sys—

tem，is constructed by people．The polidcal logic of democratic construction shows that democracy is

people’S universal pursuit，but what form of state system democracy displays depends upon the spe—

cial practical conditions and developing possibility of state and society．So there is no rule and no uni—

versal model．

Key words：democracy；republicanism；state

L／n Shangli

Fudan University

Analysis of Three Participation Subjects in Community Management
·______________——Based on the Perspective of Synergic

Governance of Multiplicity

Abstract：Community management has been the important topic of social management．Three par-

ticipation subjects in the framework of community management from the perspective of pubhc nlan—

agement is discussed in this paper．This paper is divided into four parts，focused on the analysis of the

basic situation and dilemma of owner committee，the main problems in the operation of a property

management company，the management problems of residents committee．and the solution tO the di—

lemma of the three subjects from the theory of synergic governance of multiplicity．

Key words：community management；synergic governance of multiplicity；owner committee；resi—

dents committee

Li Jiangxin

Nanjing University

On the Rules of Competency of Evidence for Arbitration—-from the

Perspective of Difference Between Litigation

and ArbitratiOil Procedure

Abstract：There is a comparison of provisions of the representative countries and relevant arbitra-

tion rules．This paper analyses the specific performance of competency of evidence for arbitration，and

differences between arbitration and litigation．The important factors affecting the competency of evi．．

dence for arbitration are the nature of arbitration，trial，evidence investigation，the composition of the

---——284---——
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arbitral tribunal，and the purpose of arbitration．Based on analysis of China’S legishture and relevant

arbitration rules，the paper makes two points that rules of competency of evidence for the litigation

should not be apphed to the arbitration and the agreement of parties should be strengthened．

Key words：arbitration；competency of evidence；litigation

Y／n Weimin

Law School，Dalian Maritime University

Getting Rid of Obsolete Ideology，Setting up Modem Political

Philosophy——On“Why the Constitutional Monarchy Is

Impossible in Modem China’’Written

by Que Guanglian

Abstract：When elaborating the significant historical issues“why the constitutional monarchy is im-

possible in modem China”。Mr．Que Guanglian convened the political judgment“whether it should

be’’into theory analysis“whether it is possible”．This is commendable．However．it might take a

part for the whole tO argue the impossibility only according tO the inherent tension and the profound

conflict between Chinese autocratic monarchy culture and the modem constitutional monarchy．The

author has not been able tO prove the inevitability and possibility of modem China constitutional re—

pubhc from the scientific theory and has no facts tO support，and then it lacks dialectics for all argu-

ments．On the other hand，it has nothing in common between the argument logic about the English．

Japanese constitutional monarchy system and the two countries’culture，tradition and history．Under

the obvious scientific theory，Mr．Que in fact falls into the trap of traditional Chinese“national arti-

fict”．pohtical standard as well as“the current dynasty validity”unconsciously．Therefore，this arti-

cle，with a scientific view ofthe history and the reality，calls for鲥ng rid ofthe obsolete ideology and

setting up modem political philosophy．This is the premise of our political dvilization construction．

Key words：the constitutional monarchy；pofitical culture tradition；social contract theory；rights；

pohtical civilizadon construction

Hu Huanlong

Huainan Normal University

Research on Differences of Subject of Yuanyuanqu

Abstract：There are differences of subject of Wu Weiye’s Yuanyuanqu，such as satire on Wu San-

gui，sympathy with Wu Sangui，praise of the love of Wu Sangui and Chen Yuanyuan，and regret for

the rise and of dynaSties．By a study on the life of Wu Weiye and the background of Yuanyuanqu，we

hold that Yuanyuanqu’S subject is sat嘁Wu sanglli’S action and refuted the value of his surrender．

Key words：Ynanyuanqu；subject；Wu Sangui；satire

Pan Dingwu

College of Chinese and Literature，Huangshan University

Carrying Forward the University Spirit of Pursuing

Truth and Innovation

Abstract：University spirit is a long—term accumulated and refined value system which is approved

by teachers and students．Based on truth越its core，it guides。edifies。motivates and regulates the

thoughts and actions of teachers and students．To cultivate university spirit，we must overcome the

degradation of its mtional value system and vigorously carry forward the university spirit of pursuing

——-——285·--——
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truth．It is the pursuit of truth that constitutes the core and the connotation and finally leads the de-

velopment of university spirit．

Key words：pursuing truth and innovation；university spirit；rational criticism；social concern

J／ang Deqin

Anhni Science and Technology University

De—-administrationization in Higher Education and

Reconstruction of University’S Spirit

Abstract：The administrationization of higher education is represented in the following three

trends：the governmentalization in exterior management，the administrationization in interior man—

agement and the bureaucratization bred from the govemmentalization and the administrationization．

With further administrationization of cofleges and universities，university’S spirit has been severdy

distorted。Therefore，exteriorly de—governmentalizafion is needed tO enlarge the decision making

power of university running and tO reconstruct the spirit of education independence．Interiorly，de—

administrafionization is needed tO demonstrate academic freedom and tO reconstrucure the spirit of

science．And de—bureaucratization is needed both exteriorly and interiorly tO manifest the concept

of“putting people first”and tO reconstruct the spirit of humanity．

Key words：university’S spirit；de—administrationization；university autonomy；academic freedom；

humanity spirit

Dong Yujie&Zhou Yadong

School of Humanities，Anhui Univerisity of Traditional Chinese Medicine

Teacher Participation in Co—-governance of Modern Universities

Abstract：Teachers’acfively and fully participating in university decision—making process is a nla-

jor theme emphasized in the philosophy of university shared governance．However．widl the eco-

nomic and social development，teachers fully participating in the process of shared governance triggers

new problems．In this way．re—positioning the teachers’participation in university’s shared govern-

alice is particularly necessary．

Key words：shared governance；teachers’participation；university governance

Chen XIngping

Zhejhng University of Finance＆Economics

Between Document and Image：a New Discussion for Hlli Studies

Abstract：Under the extrusion of“value text，devalue image’’and“focus on idea and ignore mate—

rial”，Huizhou image has long been at the edge of Hui studies．The folk art color of Huizhou image

transfers the focus of Hui studies tO the routine life of ordi脚y people，which correhtes tO the text

from Huizhou folk and creates the r删trend of Hui studies between document and证lage．This

trend aims tO find how Confucian ethics concept and patriarchal consciousness encode image in the

image space where ancient Hnizhou residents hved，and thus affect the spririmal world and behavioral

structure of Huizhou social groups．

Key words：Hui studies；Huizhou culture；document；image；iconography

Chen Qin巧un
Lecture of Art School，Anhui University；

Ph．D of School of Fine Arts，Nar、jing Normal University
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Image’S Constituent and Culture’S Interpretation of Hui Zhou’S

Carved Decorations in Ming and Qing Dynasty

Abstract：The idea—image’s constituent of Hui Zhou’s carved decoradom in Ming and Qing

dynasty are very complicated and abundant which also contain multi—ply value．The article would

classify idea—image’s constituent of Hui Zhou’S carved decorations by the local condition．c11l—

tare，tradition and so on．It would also expound people’S thinking model，folk—custom，willing，life

pursuit and SO on to reveal the reason of this culture and spirit phenomena．

Key words：Ming and Qing Dynasty；Hui Zhou’S carved decoratiom；Hui Zhou’S culture：idea

—image’S constituent；the culture of interpretation

Cheng Botao

Art Institute of Anhui University

Study on the Bribery Crime to the Non··government Employees

Abstract：The Bribery Crime to non——government employees is first put forward in the Article

164 of current Criminal Law，and its objects are the fair competitive market—transaction—order and

the non—interest—exchange of wooers’conduct who are from companies，enterprises，and other

departments．In the definition of Bribery Crime，the SO called“property’’not only means the general

idea of wealth but also refers to the property benefits．The Article 164 of criminal 1aw is not very

perfect，became it does not regulate the plots of“demanding bribery”．In the Bribery Crime to non

—government employees．“seeking the illegitimate benefits’’does not mean the benefits themselves

being agaimt the law，but refers to the ways of getting the benefits being against the law．As long私

the objects of bribery are the workers of non—state—owned companies，enterprises，and other de—

partments，with the other enough constitutive requirements，the conducts become the bribery crime

to non—government employees．As to the nature of the subjects，it is not the necessary component

of conviction and sentence．

Key words：The crime of offering bribery to the non——govemment employees；bribery crime；

commercial bribery

Han Chengjun

Law School，ghengzhou University

The Construction of Leniency Policy from the Perspective

of the Cost of Transaction

Abstract：The leniency pohcy grants the competition agencies to get dle information of the enter-

prises’c011usion through their betrayals of the cartel contract．Accordingly，the traitors can get the

immunities．This meaSure aims to increase the cost of the conclude and implementation of the camel

contract．The leniency pohcy has been adopted in China as an effective antidote．but there exist a lot

of uncertainties．It’S urgent to hy down the items of leniency policy that suit Chinese anti—monop—

oly system while assimilating foreign experiences．

Key words：leniency pohcy；cartel；the cost of transaction

]／nXin

Law School，Universit圣Paul C6zanne，Aix—Marseille 3
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Analysis of Establishing Long—-term Mechanism about

College—·Graduate Village Leaders

Abstract：When we establish the core concept of long—term mechanism，the next major task on

CoUege—Graduate Village Leaders Plan is tO design the specific implementation，form the refinement

of the technical and rahonal procedures．The article selects five counties in Subei as the case studies

which are walking in the forefront ofJiangsu Province on village leaders pLan，analyzes the basic op—

eration and the main problems，and proposes solutions tO the countermeasures．We hope that the re-

search would help CoUege—Graduate Village Leaders PLan mn smoothly．

Key words：coUege——graduate village leaders；long‘—term mechanism；basic unit countryside

Ma D承ng
Soochow University

The Strategy of Appropriateness Aberrancy in Comedic Opusculum

Abstract：Appropriateness aberrancy is a fimihar strategy in comedic opusculum，which can be di—

vided into four types：identity aberrancy，reLation aberrancy，occasion aberrancy and intention aber-

fancy．Appropriateness aberrancy is rhetorically negative，which reflects the limitation of human char-

acter，and should be used restrainedly．

Key words：comedic opusculum；appropriateness；aberrancy；strategy；disharmony

zmg Wei

Chinese Department，Hunan Institute of Science and Teetmology

The Legacy Left by Mr．Ou Yuanfang—一Commemorating the

lOth Anniversary of the Death of Mr．Ou Yuanfang

Abstract：Starting from interpreting his interest and aphorisms from three aspects，namely，reading

—especially reading historical books，practicing calligraphy—especially practicing the style of Yan

Zhenqing’S calligraphy．making friends—especially making friends with those who will give forth—

right admonition，the paper aims at expounding Mr．Ou Yuanfang’s noble personality SO as to cher-

ish the memory of him．

Key words：Ou Yuanfang；reading historical books：practicing the style of Yan Zhenqing’s calli—

graphy；making friends with those who will give forthright admonition

耽昭Fei
Magazine Office of Academics

Studies on Cause of Voluntary Failure from the Perspective

of Government Responsibility

Abstract：Voluntary failure is function defect and efficiency dilemma of voluntary organizatiom in

providing voluntary service and meeting the social needs．Based on the national condition，the article

takes the situation of voluntary service in Beijing for example，analyZes the cause from the perspective

government responsibility．Whether in formulating voluntary service hws，or in the management
function orientation and management mechanism design，there isn’t escapable responsibility for Chi—

flese government tO undertake．

Key words：voluntary failure；voluntary organization；government respomibility

Sun死，lg

School of Management，Minzu University of China
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On the Predicament and Way out of Citizen

Participation in Administration

Abstract：Citizen Participation in administration iS not only出e basic demand of the modem de—

mocracy，but also the effective control of the administrative power．The width and the depth of citi—

zen participation are the important measures tO weigh the democracy and constitutional system of a

country．So，it needs guarantee of legishtion and scientific participative mechanisms．Due to the hg in

legisLation，nominalized rights in practice and weakness of safeguard，we should promote the growth

of civil society，transfer govemment functions and construct participative procedure and safeguard

mechanisms，which will help US find a way OUt of the predicament of citizen participation in admin-

istration of our country．

Key words：citizen；administrative participation；predicament；way out

Wang Lingyan

Anhui A堰rieultural University

Drawing on the Experience of Foreign Countries and Promoting
the Legislation of the Country’S

Voluntary Service

Abstract：With the flourishing development of voluntary service in our country，local hws and reg-

ulations on voluntary service have come into existence in parts of cities．To standardize and advance

the development of voluntary service，it’S urgent tO accelerate national legislation．At the point of

learning and extracting the expetience of extra—territorial laws，this paper analyzes the significance，

fundamental principle，basic content，key points and difficulties of the legislation of national voluntary

service，and gives countermeasures．

Key words：voluntary service；national legislation；learn and extract；thought and countermeasure

Zhao zong’an

Anhni Broadcasting Vocational Cofiege

The Persistence and Delevopment of Realistic Tradition

‘--—--------——On Impetuosity by Jia Pingwa

Abstract：Jia Pingwa has persisted in writing peasant society foUowing the realistic tradition since his

first novel．Although the realism in his writing is different from revolutionary realism which embel-

ishes the real word and conceals problems，the strong historic impulse，criticism and cixfilian orienta—

tion are prominent in his works．Tabng Impetuosity for example，the narrative focused on the

growth ofmain characters，the structure characterized by binary opposition，the account ofthe author

himself and even the mixture of folk tales and reality are persistent in his later novels such as

Wasteland and Gao Laozhuang．Starting from Impetuosity，Jia Pingwa embarked On the journey of

realism combined with symbolism and calssism．

Key words：realism；growth narration；binary opposition

“U Hxiu

College of Humanities，Jilin University
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